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Introduction

Introduction
Having the ‘AEMT’ letters associated with
your company links you with a tradition of
excellence and high global engineering
standards that is recognisable to industrial
companies around the world. But the
benefits of being an AEMT member don’t
stop with the designation. This brochure
lists many other ways in which AEMT
membership can work for you – from
personnel training opportunities, to special
access to an exclusive network. These facets
have been developed carefully and
selectively so that they are of real benefit
and we hope you find them all useful and
empowering.

Gary Downes, President 2017
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Who is The AEMT?

Who is The AEMT?
The AEMT is the Association of Electrical & Mechanical Trades
established in 1945. We promote and support companies in the
service and repair industry all around the globe who aspire for
engineering excellence.
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What we do

73 >
YEARS

The AEMT was founded in 1945 and have
operated and evolved with industry ever
since

What we do
Conference, Awards & Events

Support

AEMT meetings are a fantastic opportunity to
meet, learn and network with professionals in the
electrical and mechanical trades. They are hosted
at different locations including the premises of
Members and Associates around the UK. The
Awards, launched in 2017, celebrates all the sector
has to offer and recognises the best within the
industry.

Technical - The AEMT offers a technical helpline,
and a wealth of documentation and information.
Members can be in touch for advice on the repair
of tricky/rare equipment or call the helpline for
help and advice on Hazardous Area, ATEX and IEC Ex
machines, and support for other equipment service
repair problems encountered during maintenance
or repair.

Publications

Business - The business support help line provides
support and advice on employment law, health and
safety, contract law, business rates, property, tax,
and VAT.

Yearbook – The AEMT yearbook is the
comprehensive directory and information source
of managers, engineers and directors in the
industry all over the world. It contains a thorough
list of members with key persons and contact info,
datasheets, reference data and key dates. Feel free
to ask us for a copy and to be added to our mailing
list.
Journal - The AEMT Journal provides articles of
interest on Hazardous Area Equipment, Pumps,
Company Profiles, Energy Efficiency, Technical
articles, Case studies, Repair equipment, etc. and is
circulated to a wide audience of members and nonmembers.
Newsletters – The AEMT emails round periodic
newsletters providing articles of interest on
Association news and updates, Member’s news,
product updates, industry news.
Technical Publications – The AEMT have published
many technical documents that cover a range of
topics including, hazardous area repair, motor
winding databanks, good practice guides and
general engineering practices.

Representation
The AEMT Represents members on the standards
committees for Rotating Equipment, Drives,
Transformers, and Hazardous Area Equipment (ATEX
and IEC Ex).

Training
Apprentice Scheme - The association’s tailor made
electro-mechanical apprenticeship incorporates
specific occupational units involving the repair of
motors so that the Electro Mechanical Services
Industry can be provided with skilled technicians.
Ex Training - In 1984 the AEMT and BEAMA
produced the first Code of Practice for the Repair
of Ex Equipment. Today it has become BS EN & IEC
60079-19 and is the core of our training modules
1 and 2, which provides a background theory and
hands-on practical experience with flameproof
machines as well as other protection concepts.
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Meetings & Events
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Meetings and Events

Meetings and Events
AEMT Member meetings are a fantastic opportunity to meet, learn
and network with professionals in the electrical and mechanical
trades. They are hosted at different locations including the premises
of Members and Associates around the UK. Presentations of a
technical and business angle are given by specialists in their fields.

For upcoming Meeting & Events, search
Google for:

AEMT Events

Previous Meetings
In 2016-2017 the AEMT have been able to provide
it’s members access to cutting edge engineering
facilities such as the BMW MINI assembly line
with 1,200 robot arm building 3 to 6 door minis.
The Falkirk Wheel in Scotland, with an exculsive
tour behind the wheel’s maintenance hatches.
The Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility
in Sheffield, and a tour of Factory 2050 giving a
fascinating glimpse of the future. Siemens Power
Generation Services, where turbines for wind
energy are manufactured and serviced. The Vulcan
Bomber Experience showed off aeronautical
engineering at its finest. SEW EURODRIVES geared
motor assembly line; and the ABB Robotics centre.

Factory 2050

Both Members and Associates have the opportunity
to reach out to the extended AEMT network with
special event days hosted by themselves.

Photo Credits: Top (L), The Falkirk Wheel. Top (R), ABB Robot arm at BMW MINI Assembly Plant. Bottom, AEMT Members under the Vulcan Bomber
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Who are our Members?

Who are our Members?
Members play a crucial part in ensuring that power is generated,
water is provided, oil is pumped and refined, factories are productive, and
boats and trains are able to operate.

Any critical failure of a motor, generator, pump etc. can bring any
of these processes to a standstill, AEMT members ensure that all
plants run smoothly, and that any breakdown does not become a
crisis.
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Who are our Members?

Full Members

Associate Members

Full members offer a wide range of services
to a variety of sectors; supplying, installing,
servicing, maintaining and repairing equipment
including electric motors, high voltage machines,
pump systems, inverter drives, panel building,
transformers, switchgear, gearboxes, turbines,
instrumentation & electronic equipment.

The Association also includes the manufacturers
and distributors of rotating electrical equipment,
pumps, and the manufacturers and suppliers of the
components such as insulation, varnish, wire, seals
and bearings. Other Associate Members supply the
test and repair equipment used during manufacture
and overhaul.

Most members have well equipped mechanical
engineering facilities for the repair and
refurbishment of worn components and for metal
fabrication.

Other Member Types

Increasingly members offer a professional asset
management service for their customers. By
using condition monitoring techniques they are
able to ensure the correct installation, and plan
maintenance schedules taking into account the
results of predictive maintenance and preventative
maintenance to minimise downtime. This ensures
that equipment operates at peak reliability and
efficiency. AEMT members are in contact with most
companies and their maintenance engineers, and
normally provide a 24 hour emergency service when
faced with a critical failure.

Photo Credits: Pump Supplies (left) Exalto (right)

Hazardous Area - For companies who use ATEX/IEC
Ex or UL equipment, Ex training, the Hazardous area
equipment helpline, and regular updates on the
latest IEC Ex standards.
Friends of AEMT - For individuals with an interest
in the AEMT and who would like to receive AEMT
Bulletins, Yearbooks and Journals.
Honorary - An honorary membership is offered in
recognition of an outstanding contribution to the
AEMT over a number of years.
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Why Become a Member?

Why Become a Member?
Networking/Build Business
AEMT Events and extended network gives our
members the capability to view state of the art
facilities, meet knowledgeable engineers and
develop better trade opportunities.

Benchmarking
Measure your performance against other members
through the data and statistics AEMT gather each
year.

Business and Technical Support
Know that help is always at hand with the technical
support line, or business support helpline.

IEC International Standard
Contribution
International standards are not only used by
manufacturers but also in the repair of electric
rotating machines. The AEMT are directly
represented, not just on British Standards, but also
on the international IEC TC2, with direct input into
many working groups.
Members can have a direct influence on the
updating/writing of standards through the
secretariat. This also means that the AEMT
have access to standards for rotating electrical
machines, drives, transformers, and hazardous area
equipment. We are also heavily involved in the eco
design and ATEX directives in Europe.

Targeted Advertising
The AEMT promotes itself and its members through
it’s own PR, advertising and technical papers.

Mark of quality
Being an AEMT member gives you access to a
deep pool of knowledge, represented through
training, support and networking. Together with
the associations Codes of Practice, members are
elevated by the mark of quality that comes with the
AEMT.

“Fletcher Moorland has been an
AEMT member since the
association established in 1945.”

Member of
The Associaon of

Electrical & Mechanical Trades

Matt Fletcher, MD Fletcher Moorland
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Member Services

Member Services

Electric Motors

Inverter Drives

HV Machines

Pumps

Gearboxes

Electronic Repairs &
Instrumentation

Mechanical
Engineering

Panel Building

Transformer & HV
Switchgear

Turbines

Condition
Monitoring

Member Sectors

Oil & Gas

Utilities

Refining

Petrochemical

Chemical

Industrial

Agricultural

Power Generation

Marine

Transport &
Aviation

Shipbuilding

Food &
Pharmaceutical

Mining &
Quarrying
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Why Become a Member?

Photo Credits:
Top L: Deaf Apprentice performing a rewind
at Bowers Electrical
Top R: SKF testing a stator.
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Bottom: Ex motors ready for delivery at
Goltens Dubai.

Our Members

Our Members

388 >

The number of company locations
internationally who have chosen
to become AEMT members

Companies who supply motors,
inverters and pumps, as well as
the suppliers of repair materials

< 129

For a list of Members, Search Google for:

AEMT Members

Inside a member’s facility:
Quartzelec Rugby, where a test bed has been extended to accommodate the testing of a large DC machine.
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AEMT Ex Training

The AEMT with BEAMA created the first Code
of Practice for the Repair and Ex Equipment in
1984. Today it has become BS EN & IEC 6007919 and is the core of our Ex Training Modules.
For our Ex Course Dates search Google for:
AEMT Course Dates
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AEMT Ex Training

AEMT Ex Training
To date AEMT have trained staff in over 90% of
all IECEx Certified Service Facilities in the UK,
Gulf, and South East Asia, as well as engineers
from many international oil, gas, and chemical
companies. A number of delegates have also gone
on to be successfully assessed and audited for their
individual IEC Ex Personal Competency Certificates.

Training Courses
Module 1 - Ex Theory
Module 2 - Hands On
Module 3 - Hands On Refresher

Target Audience
The AEMT encourages managers, and/or supervisors
to attend the courses so that they become the
“Responsible Persons” able to fully understand
and take responsibility for their company’s Ex
repairs. All staff refurbishing Ex Flameproof and
explosion protected apparatus should be trained; a
minimum of two electrical or mechanical engineers/
technicians should attend per company.

Theory Course
The Module 1 Theory course aims to raise the
level of delegates knowledge so that they fully
understand hazardous zoned areas, and how the
different standards of equipment are made suitable
for the various areas. The correct procedures and
practices to be used for the overhaul of explosion
protected motors, pumps, and other equipment, so
that they will comply with the original certification
to which they were manufactured, and/or comply
with the original standards. To ensure that
delegates understand the legal requirements, risk
assessments, and health and safety requirements,
when overhauling and maintaining Ex apparatus,
such as motors, generators, pumps, gearboxes etc.

Hands-on Course
The Module 2 Hands-on course familiarises
delegates with the forms and procedures used
to repair hazardous area equipment. It has been

designed to ensure that managers, supervisors
and technicians, who are involved with the repair
of hazardous area equipment fully understand the
practicalities of ensuring that equipment is repaired
to maintain all the safety aspects embodied in the
original design certificate and/or standards.
The course is for delegates, who have attended
the first module on Hazardous Area Apparatus.
During the AEMT Module 2 course they will gain
experience of measuring flame paths, air gaps, and
volumes, and be assessed on their practical ability
to carry out these tasks at the end of the course.
The course is vital for any electrical or mechanical
engineers repairing hazardous area equipment with
most engineers attending Module 1 and Module 2
together.

Refresher Course
The Module 3 Refresher Course contains most of
the syllabus of the Module 2 Hands on course, but is
for delegates requiring a three year refresher course
and a reassessment of their ability to update their
certificate. Because the attendees are familiar with
most aspects of the practical course, they are able
to complete this part of the course quicker, and be
re-assessed on their workmanship and competency.
The course also updates delegates on recent
changes in standards, or equipment, and answers
any problems encountered by delegates in the
group discussions.

Certification
All delegates are assessed throughout the course,
with multiple choice questions, and an AEMT
certificate issued to all successful delegates. Our
course is also certified by the personal development
scheme CPD.

Assessment
There is a multiple choice assessment on
the procedures covered as well as a practical
assessment involving the use of the AEMT repair
sheet to take the necessary measurements and
records.
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ATEX & IEC Ex

ATEX & IEC Ex
AEMT promotes safety in zoned hazardous areas in
many areas, including representing members on
standards committees and through its training
programmes.
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ATEX & IEC Ex

ATEX & IEC Ex
A Brief History
In 1984 the AEMT in conjunction with BEAMA
produced the first BEAMA/AEMT “Code of Practice
for the Repair and Overhaul of Ex Electrical
Apparatus” with input from the major users of
Hazardous Area Equipment, and the Health and
Safety Executive.
It was subsequently adopted with only minor
changes as the British and European Standard BS EN
60079 19, and International standard IEC 60079 19.
It is recognised as the standard to which Hazardous
Area equipment should be repaired and overhauled.

Help & Reference

Since 1984 the AEMT has supported delegates from
the repair industry, and personnel from the major
Oil companies, Chemical companies, Gas and Water
treatment companies etc. from around the world.

The AEMT website can be a fantastic resource for
Ex Repairers. Free to download is our Ex Labels and
Reference Data book, tables and charts for ATEX
notified bodies and ATEX Nampelate Information.

Ex Registered Companies

For anything that can’t be found, by using the AEMT
Members helpline, answers can be found to almost
any problem.

The Ex Register promotes member companies
meeting the requirements of BS EN and IEC 60079
19 for the repair of Hazardous Area equipment. It
is widely used internationally by companies with
hazardous area equipment seeking high quality
repairs, and is promoted widely by the Association.

112 >

For those listed on the Ex Register search Google
for:

AEMT Ex Register

Hazardous area equipment service
centres who repair to IEC BS EN 60079-19
standard and trained by the AEMT.
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The AEMT Council and Secretariat

The AEMT Council and Secretariat
1

2

3

4

The Council

5
(4)

Due to the requirements of the associations, the
Officers and Council members of the AEMT rotate on a
yearly basis.

AEMT Council Members
The Secretariat
Tim Marks
Secretariat
Tim supports the association with experience,
technical knowledge, and is convenor of the IEC
standards committee TC2, MT13 Maintenance Team
for Refurbishment of Rotating Machinery. He retired
as secretary of the Association in 2017. Until 2004 Tim
ran a small rewind company and a company specialising
in vehicle diesel and electrics. Before he became
secretary, he served on the AEMT council from 1982,
and became President of the AEMT in 1990 and 1996.
(2)

Thomas Marks
Secretary

(5)

Jane Garnett
Administration
Jane has been carrying out the administration of the

AEMT since 2001. As well as looking after bookings for
courses and meetings, she also updates the yearbook
each year, and puts together the monthly newsletters.
Having proofread the yearbook each year since
2001 she has a tremendous knowledge about all the
members in the association.

Dr. Martin Killeen FlfL. CEng. MIET
Senior Lecturer

Dr Donald Jackson B.Sc. Hons. PhD
Consultant
Retired Chief Engineer and Senior Electrical Advisor
for Cummins Generators from LV to 3MW. Formerly
Technical Director of Brook Crompton, and before that
Head of Research, and Product Development Manager
at Brook Crompton. Donald now consults for the AEMT
on a temporary basis. His expertise is in motor design
problems and winding failures.

(6)

Brian Philpott
Support Lecturer
After many years in the industry as an approved
Electrician, Foreman, Supervisor, and Manager, which
included working on Hazardous area Equipment
worldwide, he joined Loughborough College as a
lecturer in 2005. He became course leader for the
AEMT Motor Rewind Apprentice Scheme and JTL
Apprentice Electricians Scheme. He retired as lead
lecturer in 2015 and now occasionally supports
the AEMT Hazardous Area Equipment Repair and
Maintenance Courses.

As Secretary, Thomas works directly with the council
and executes the direction of the association. He joined
the AEMT in 2013 taking responsibility for the
Marketing & Events until 2017. After many years on
events and marketing in London, Thomas brought his
experience to the AEMT giving the association the
rejuvenation and energy required to take it to where it
is now.
(3)
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Martin joined the AEMT in September 2016 after
retiring as the Head of Technology at Loughborough
College. He started his career with an apprenticeship at
Brush Electrical Machines, before becoming their senior
design engineer for traction and also Turbo Alternators.
He has been involved with the AEMT Hazardous Area
Courses since 1996. Over those years he has built up a
tremendous knowledge of IECEx standards with regards
to Hazardous Areas, and trained a large number of
engineers and technicians involved with Hazardous
Area Equipment Repair.

For this year’s Council Members, search Google for:

(1)

6

(7)

Sam Agnew
Events and Membership
Sam founded her own events company back in 2011,
and more recently established a website to network
local freelancers to local companies. Her passion and
enthusiasm for getting people together is reflected in
the work she does for the AEMT.
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AEMT Membership
To join the AEMT, or register your interest in our
publications, please visit our website and download our
Membership Application Form.
www.theaemt.com/membership
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AEMT Membership

AEMT Membership
To benefit from all the facets AEMT membership can offer
your company, whether you are an electrical and/or
mechanical services company or a supplier and distributor
then please either get in touch for a Membership
Application Form, or visit our website www.theaemt.com/
membership to download the form.
If you are interested in receiving any of our publications, or
just to be kept up to date with AEMT news, please fill in
the form below and either, email it to admin@aemt.co.uk,
fax it to 01904 674896 or post it to St. Saviours House, St.
Saviours Place, York. YO1 7PJ.
For the Digital copies of the Bulletin, Journal, Yearbook,
Ex-Register, Technical Publications, and all AEMT
publications and information, remember to visit the AEMT
website. www.theaemt.com
Full Name

Company

Postal Address

Position

Email Address

Telephone Number

Please add me to your Mailing List
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Enquire about Membership now!
Visit www.theaemt.com or
Call 01904 674 895

What are the benefits of
membership?

AEMT at a Glance

285 Members Interna-

ü Network & Build Business

tionally in over 500 locations

Meetings and Events designed to share industry knowledge
and improve industry standards and relations.

ü Benchmarking

Measure your performance against other members
through the data and stats the AEMT gather each year.

ü Technical and Business Support

Offering Technical support on Ex Hazardous Area repairs
and electric motor design. Our business helpline offers support on employment law, health and safety, Tax and VAT,
and Commercial Legal help.

ü Representation on international technical
standards

We represent our members on international and UK design
and repair standards. Members can have a direct influence
on the writing of these standards.

ü Targeted PR and Advertising

The AEMT promotes itself and its members through it’s
own PR, advertising and technical papers.

ü Mark of quality

Being an AEMT member gives you access to a deep pool
of knowledge. Together with the associations Codes of
Practice, members are elevated by the mark of quality that
comes with the AEMT.

£

Representing the UK service
centre market worth over

£380 million

Representing roughly

6,000 workers in the

electrical and mechanical
trades globally.

86%

Trained
of all IECEx
Certified Service Facilities in
the UK, UAE and South East
Asia.

Engineering Excellence

The Industry’s Trade body for Emergency Response Engineering
For failed Electric Motors, Generators, and ancillary electrical and mechanical equipment such as
VSDs, pumps, and gearboxes; AEMT members are the respected service provider.

www.theaemt.com

Take the crisis out of an

Image credit: Quartzelec

Emergency

A

EMT members are highly skilled Electrical and
Mechanical engineers often prepared to work
round the clock to collect, repair and return faulty
equipment, and keep downtime to a minimum.
Most supply, service, and rewind electric motors,
and look at the most economical and energy
efficient solution.

out thermography, vibration analysis, and laser
alignment. Their mechanical ability to rebuild and
refurbish items is legendary. Many AEMT companies
are trained to repair and work in Hazardous Areas,
and most offer the quality expected with ISO9001.

So when you require help quickly at 1 am in the
morning, or 5 pm on a Sunday afternoon, help is
The majority also repair pumps with some operating at hand! Whether you are in the UK or in Miri in
in confined spaces to remove and refit centrifugal Borneo, just look up the AEMT Website for a list of
and submersible pumps. Many also service gear companies that are able to help you.
boxes. AEMT members work to prevent problems
Remember: www.theaemt.com
and are probably the largest network nationally
and internationally of companies able to carry
Promoting Engineering Excellence

The Associaon of

Electrical & Mechanical Trades
Association of Electrical & Mechanical Trades
St Saviours House, St Saviours Place, York. YO1 7PJ
UK
Tel: 0044 (0)1904 674899
Fax: 0044 (0)1904 674896
Email: admin@aemt.co.uk
www.theaemt.com

